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Wresting Governing Authority
from the Corporate Class:
Driving People into the Constitution
By Richard L. Grossman1
INTRODUCTION
Millions of people have struggled to implement the grand ideals of liberty
and self-governance articulated by the Declaration of Independence and
unleashed by the American Revolution.  They have always been confronted
by a minority enabled by the rule of law.  Wielding the armed might and
resources of government, this minority enslaved human beings.  It deprived
people of individual and collective rights.  Today, it governs the nation.
In every generation large numbers of people disempowered by the law of
the land struggled together to gain their rights and advance their visions for
the nation.  Knowing this history is essential for people who are today taking
their struggles for democracy to the Constitution.
CORPORATIONS AS GOVERNING INSTITUTIONS
By the early twentieth century, men of property had molded the corpora-
tion into their political institution of choice.  Laws and legal doctrines they
had spent years concocting provided the legal power to dictate the majority’s
labor and vacuum up the nation’s wealth.  Since then, corporate operatives
have wielded this power and wealth to shape public policy and write the law.
What was good for corporations became good for the nation.
So it should be no surprise that communities are constantly defending
against the results of taxpayer subsidized (and other) corporate decisions.
Some examples include:  radiation factories (misnamed nuclear power plants)
and constant shipments of radioactive waste; manufacturing and farm cor-
porations poisoning soil, rivers, lakes, and the atmosphere; genetically
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engineered seeds; pig genes in fish; vast public funds going to highways, but
pennies for trains; denial of the Bill of Rights to workers; global corporate
property rights agreements like NAFTA; the USA as the world’s number one
seller of weapons; the militarization of outer space; a few corporations
controlling the people’s airwaves, a handful of corporations dominating
every industry; many states spending more money for corporatized prisons
than for higher education; twenty-five years of stagnant wages; aggressive
efforts to corporatize Social Security; employment at will (meaning corpora-
tions can fire workers for no reason); public money going to CIA-engineered
destabilization and coups in other nations; jobs moved to countries with the
lowest wages and the weakest environmental laws; the Wal-Marting of the
nation … ad infinitum.
This is what the majority of people want?
HIDDEN HISTORIES
Many state constitutions contain language similar to this: “All political
power is vested in and derived from the people.  All government of right
originates with the people, is founded upon their will only, and is instituted
solely for the good of the whole.”2   Taking these words seriously, abolition-
ist and women’s suffrage movements drove their multi-generational struggles
into the Constitution.3
In every era, people saw great gaps between democratic rhetoric and real-
ity.  During fierce debate over ratification of the nation’s plan of governance
written in Philadelphia in 1787, Virginia’s Patrick Henry declared: “This,
sir, is the language of democracy—that a majority of the community have a
right to alter government when found to be oppressive.  But how different is
the genius of your new Constitution from this?  How different from the sen-
timents of freemen, that a contemptible minority can prevent the good of the
majority!”4   John DeWitt of Massachusetts protested: “In short, my fellow
citizens, [this Constitution] can be said to be nothing less than a hasty stride
to universal empire in this western world, flattering, very flattering to young
ambitious minds, but fatal to the liberties of the people.”5
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In 1884, almost 100 years later, the Greenback Party emerging out of grow-
ing Populist ferment stated:
We denounce, as dangerous to our republican institutions, those
methods and policies of the Democratic and Republican parties
which have sanctioned or permitted the establishment of land, rail-
road, money and other gigantic corporate monopolies; and we
demand such governmental action as may be necessary to take from
such monopolies the powers they have so corruptly and unjustly
usurped, and restore them to the people, to whom they belong.6
At the height of Populist organizing in 1892, the People’s Party proclaimed:
“We believe that the time has come when the railroad corporations will
either own the people or the people must own the railroads.”7   Farmers and
workers of that era knew what today is hidden history because they or their
parents had lived through it.  For example, they knew that:
Citizens governed corporations by detailing rules and operating con-
ditions not just in the charters but also in state constitutions and in
state laws.  Incorporated businesses were prohibited from taking
any action which legislators did not specifically allow.
States limited corporate charters to a set number of years.  Maryland
legislators restricted manufacturing charters to forty years, mining
charters to fifty, and most others to thirty years.  Pennsylvania
limited manufacturing charters to twenty years.  Unless a legisla-
ture renewed an expiring charter, the corporation was dissolved and
its assets were divided among shareholders.
Citizen authority clauses dictated rules for issuing stock, for share-
holder voting, for obtaining corporate information, for paying
dividends and keeping records. They limited capitalization, debts,
land holdings, and sometimes profits. . . . Sometimes the rates which
railroad, turnpike and bridge corporations could charge were set by
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legislators. . . . Early in the 19th century, the New Jersey legislature
declared its right to take over ownership and control of corporate
properties. . . . People did not want business owners hidden behind
legal shields, but in clear sight.  As the Pennsylvania legislature
stated in 1834: “A corporation in law is just what the incorporating
act makes it.  It is the creature of the law and may be moulded to
any shape or for any purpose that the Legislature may deem most
conducive for the general good.”8
Until the last third of the nineteenth century, state legislators limited
corporate capital and property holding and years of corporate existence.
Corporations were chartered only for specific purposes and forbidden from
buying or creating other corporations.  States held directors and share-
holders liable for harms and debts (especially for money owed to
employees) and reserved the right to amend and revoke charters at will.
They defined chartering mechanisms as public laws, even as general
incorporation laws began to replace legislative chartering.
Within the legal community, it was well understood that corporations were
subordinate entities directed to serve the public interest.9
Vigorous debates raged in workplaces, village squares, and halls of
government about the proper role of corporations and the responsibility of
public officials for keeping each one on a short leash.  Public discussion
became especially heated after each new legislative gift to the corporate class
and after each new judicial denial of the people’s authority.
THE REAL ENRON CORPORATION STORY
To congressional committees, the legal community, and most journalists,
the Enron story is about a corporation gone wrong.  Many commentators
have called for strengthening regulatory agencies, getting money out of
politics,10  and seeking renewed commitments from corporate officials to be
socially responsible.  Other remedies have focused on new accountancy,
securities, pension, and internal corporate transparency rules.
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Those who are familiar with the nation’s hidden history have a different
perspective.  They see that it was the rule of law that made it easy for Enron
Corporation managers and directors to drive their new ideas about energy
into the culture, to rewrite state and federal energy laws, and to dismantle
existing systems that Enron’s coterie of experts had persuaded public officials
were old-fashioned and inefficient.  They see that the Constitution as written
and amended by the Supreme Court creates barriers against people who
oppose Enron-led privatization laws and advocate alternative visions.
Realizing the necessity to build democracy in this country, they under-
stand that reforming regulatory agencies is no means to that end.  This is
because they have learned through experience that regulatory laws grant
governing power and privilege to corporations.  Regulatory bodies help
corporate officials regulate people.
They believe that other species are demanding that human beings do more
than regulate global corporations’ destruction of the planet.
When they talk about Enron, they place this public saga in the following
historical context: public officials issue a corporate charter in the name of
We the People.  Officials from other states give the new out-of-state corpora-
tion a certificate of authority to operate within their jurisdictions or allow
them to do business without such a certificate.
Instantly, human incorporators have at their disposal multiple usurping
institutions, called corporations, endowed with constitutional power and
legal privilege.
Oregon public officials chartered the principal Enron Corporation during
the mid-1990s.11   In so doing, they gave the Oregon people’s seal of
approval to thousands of Enron corporate entities chartered earlier in other
states and overseas.  Like the public officials who preceded them, they
bestowed the protection of state and federal law upon a handful of corporate
officials manipulating a complex interlocking corporate structure designed
to keep investors, law enforcement officers, the press, state and federal
regulators and the public in the dark . . . designed to overpower their
human creators.
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HOW COULD THIS HAPPEN?
The way has long been paved.  Our Constitution was written to enable a
propertied minority to use the rule of law to deprive African Americans,
indentured servants, women, Native peoples, and men without property of
their fundamental rights.  A small class then wielded public law and public
resources, plus the legitimacy of government, to accumulate private wealth.
After the Civil War, bitter struggles erupted between states and cor-
porations. Insurance, banking, railroad, grain, land, and other burgeoning
corporations hired the most experienced lawyers they could find—including
ex-senators and ex-Supreme Court justices.
As Charles McCurdy described:
First, the [Supreme Court] had to be apprised by skillful counsel
of the growth-eroding potential of state laws and to be persuaded
that new juridical principles must be forged to preserve free trade
among the states.  Second, the legitimacy of protectionist state
legislation had to be challenged by litigants with sufficient resources
to finance scores of lawsuits in order both to secure initial favorable
decisions and to combat the tendency of state governments to
mobilize ‘counterthrusts’ against the Supreme Court’s nationalistic
doctrines.12
When the briefs had settled, corporate leaders and their lawyers had
convinced federal courts:13
• To take substantial jurisdiction over corporations from state courts;
• To concoct ‘liberty of contract’ and other doctrines, and reinterpret
the commerce clause, severely undermining state authority over
corporations;
• To apply the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause to
corporations;
• To transfer the authority to set railroad and utility corporation rates from
elected state legislators and state commissions to federal judges;
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• To broaden the definition of property to strengthen corporations’
governing powers;
• To mid-wife the judicial injunction, which corporate lawyers used to
deny the rights of workers and communities seeking to exercise their
property and other constitutional rights;
• To restrict “corporate law” to internal relationships within the corpo-
rate entity, as opposed to the relationship between corporations and the
sovereign people who were their creators.14
Corporations had also:
• Shaped law school philosophy and curriculum;
• Rewritten legal history;
• Set the stage for creation of federal agencies designed not to challenge
corporate constitutional authority, but to serve as barriers against
citizen anger and regulate public protest.15
The wish lists of nineteenth century corporate directors became this
country’s sacred legal doctrines.16
Ever since, corporate lobbyists have relentlessly pressured state
legislatures to rewrite state corporation codes.  Carefully couched as
“modernization” and “housekeeping” and supported by the American Bar
Association, such efforts remain well under the public’s radar.17  Corporate
and legislative advocates openly say that the changes are too complicated
for ordinary people, not really important, and do not merit public hearings.18
As a result, state laws that once defined corporations as subordinate and
limited have been undone.
Corporate managers act as if they were free to pursue any lawful purpose.
As Judge Frank H. Easterbrook and Professor Daniel R. Fischell confirm in
their popular textbook, The Economic Structure of Corporate Law:
The corporate code in almost every state is an ‘enabling’ statute.
An enabling statute allows managers and investors to write their
own tickets, to establish systems of governance without substantive
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scrutiny from a regulator. The handiwork of managers is final in all
but exceptional or trivial instances.19
Shareholders can provide little oversight and correction.  First, judges and
legislators have been steadily whittling down investors’ legal authority over
internal corporate matters.  Second, shareholders have no legal liability, or
even moral responsibility, for the harms to life, liberty, or property that their
corporations inflict.  In contrast:
Prior to the 1840s, courts generally supported the concept that
incorporators were responsible for corporate debts. Through the
1870s, seven state constitutions made bank shareholders doubly
liable. Shareholders in manufacturing and utility companies were
often liable for employees’ wages. . . .
Until the Civil War, most states enacted laws holding corporate
investors and officials liable. As New Hampshire Governor Henry
Hubbard argued in 1842: “There is no good reason against this prin-
ciple.  In transactions which occur between man and man there
exists a direct responsibility—and when capital is concentrated . . .
beyond the means of single individuals, the liability is continued.”20
What about federal law?  One class wrote the nation’s constitution and
has been “interpreting” it on demand ever since using the federal courts,
especially the Supreme Court.  By this means, a propertied class—then a
corporate class—have steadily amended the Constitution with regard to
property, labor, commerce, contracts, and corporate personhood.21
Although corporate directors do not poll their shareholders about their
political views, they nonetheless spend shareholder money to propagandize
the body politic.  The reality is that the men and women who control corpo-
rations dominate the nation’s elections, lawmaking, jurisprudence, and
education.  Federal judges make clear to elected lawmakers in municipalities,
states, and Congress that if they prevent corporate managers from spending
shareholders’ money to influence public debate, help elect favored candi-
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dates, or lobby legislators, they would be depriving corporations of their
First Amendment constitutional privileges.
CORPORATIONS RULE OVER US TODAY
Today, it is considered legal, and culturally acceptable, for corporations
to endow chairs and special programs in universities,22  create and fund think
tanks,23  give charitable contributions to secure the silence or the support of
civic groups,24  assist the two dominant political parties to maintain their
control over candidates, and generally limit political debate.25
Corporations created by corporations—such as the Business Roundtable,
the Heritage Foundation, the Chamber of Commerce, the Council on Foreign
Relations—dominate the writing of tax, labor, trade, health, environmental,
and election laws, along with general debate over domestic and foreign policy.
The ideas, values, perspectives, and language of the corporate class domi-
nate news analysis and punditry.26   Corporations create and lavishly fund
“research” and “educational” corporations galore—non-profit corporations
that spread their ideas through society.27
With paid corporate shills (many in mufti) having infected societal
institutions for generations, corporations have no need to “buy” legislators’
votes with campaign contributions.  After a century of massive corporate
propaganda, and with most of the nation’s institutions (universities, political
parties, stock exchanges, large civic organizations) advocating or supporting
the dominant corporate perspectives, candidates for the two major parties
could not become candidates without sharing in the corporate consensus about
what’s good for the nation.
Across Republican and Democratic Party lines, there is basic agreement
that corporations are the source of jobs, progress, liberty, and security.28   The
economy and the market are regarded as beyond the authority of the people.
The majority of candidates agree with corporate experts about which
investments are productive, which are an economic burden; that labor is a
cost to be minimized; that workers have no legitimate claims to rights in the
workplace; and that pollution costs can be written off as “externalities.”  They
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know from experience that the corporate class can use law—along with
graphic threats of freezing and starving in the dark—to impose its will upon
community after community by invoking jobs and progress.29
Once state public officials launch corporations or accept out-of-state
corporations for “any lawful purpose,” directors and managers are free to
reign like kings of old.  Straddling the First and Fourteenth Amendments—
long with the commerce and contracts clauses—they brandish state and
federal constitutions against people seeking to protect themselves from
corporate assaults and use public education, elections, and lawmaking to meet
their needs.30
Leaders of giant corporations are trained to know and use their power.
When CitiBank and Travelers Insurance company executives decided to
merge, they were not deterred by the knowledge that Congress and President
Clinton would have to repeal the New Deal era Glass-Steagall Act.31   They
were confident they could accomplish this in short order and they did.32
Whether the issue of the moment is food, timber, energy, health care, or
production and delivery of goods or services, law and culture proclaim “the
corporate way, or the highway.”33
Corporate power is more than corporate directors and shareholders being
protected by corporate shields.  It is the opposite of free enterprise and laissez-
faire—the opposite of democracy.  As Franklin D. Roosevelt said:
[The] concentration of wealth and power has been built upon other
people’s money, other people’s business, other people’s labor.  Under
this concentration independent business was allowed to exist only
by sufferance.  It has been a menace to the social system as well as
to the economic system which we call American democracy. 34
SHIFTING FOCUS TO FUNDAMENTAL LAW
Corporations do not descend from Mars; they are created in our names by
the men and women we elect to represent us.  Our public officials are the
people who have given corporate directors and managers authority to con-
trol our lives—just as public officials in the past enabled and empowered
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slaveholders and segregationists.  As Congressman William Lawrence noted
in 1874: “If a state permits inequality in rights to be created or meted out by
citizens or corporations enjoying its protection, it denies the equal protection
of the laws [to others].”35
The armed might of the federal government was committed to slavery,
and to crushing slave insurrections.36   Jim Crow laws also flourished thanks
to the rule of law.  As W.E.B. DuBois pointed out, elite control of the new
wealth generated by the Civil War “was dependent . . . upon the failure of
democracy in the South, just as it fattened upon the perversion of democracy
in the North.”37   The new elite began enacting segregation laws to “legally”
deprive African Americans of fundamental rights.
What if the armed might of the federal government had not been committed
to slavery and to crushing slave insurrections?  What if segregationists could
not call upon the police, courts, and jails to enforce their poisons?
What if, tomorrow, the law of the land advantaged human, community,
and place rights over corporate elites?  What if the Constitution empowered
people to define corporate institutions as subordinate?
Today, history and logic are compelling people to see that ending cor-
porate assaults on life, liberty, and property requires changing the nation’s
constitution.  As they become familiar with this history, today’s civic activ-
ists are rethinking past efforts and reconsidering goals, strategies, and tactics.
They are exploring ways to contest corporate claims to unlawful governing
powers—what earlier generations called usurpations.  That is why growing
numbers of people are turning away from regulatory and administrative
agencies and voluntary corporate codes of conduct.
New debates and discussions about history, human rights, consent of the
governed, and “[a]ll government of right originates with the people”38  are
arising in institutions across the culture.  People are exploring:
• What should be the legal, political and cultural relationships between
people and the corporate bodies created in their name?  Who decides?
How were a minority of natural persons in the original thirteen states
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able to define the majority of human beings as non-persons?  To define
African Americans and indentured   servants as property?  Native peoples
as invisible?39
• Why does the General Motors Corporation have more privileges and
powers under law than the United Auto Workers Union?40
• What is property?  Who decides if it is public or private?  How did
other generations decide?41
• What was the Workingmen’s Party about?  Who were the Knights of
Labor, the Populists?  Why did they risk their farms and jobs to get
corporations out of governance?  What happened to them?  How did
the Progressives help corporate leaders redirect activists away from the
constitution and into regulatory arenas?42
• Why didn’t anti-trust laws and all that trust busting of Theodore
Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson fix everything?  Did anti-trust fix
anything?43
• Why were regulatory and administrative agencies like the Interstate
Commerce Commission, the Food and Drug Administration, the
Securities and Exchange Commission, the National Labor Relations
Board, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration created?  Who wanted them?  Who
had other ideas about ways the people of this country could make
the rules for goods and services, commerce, work, public health?  What
were they?44
• What is this country’s plan of governance?  How is each generation
supposed to discover it?  To live it? 45
• Why didn’t Tom Paine’s Common Sense urge people in colonial times
to struggle for independence and self-governance?46
Over the past few generations, millions of people have formed thousands
of civic groups to protest corporate and government assaults and promote
their ideas about the kind of nation this could be.  Their tactics have
appeared to be essentially defensive—to make corporate plans, investments,
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technologies, and deeds a little less destructive.  But, as Thomas Linzey has
explained, behind these defensive efforts:
The citizens of this country during [the twentieth] century have been
engaged in passionate and sustained debate about the rights and
powers of corporations, on the proper nature of corporations in a
democracy, on what should be the relationship between the
sovereign people of each state and the fiction which is the modern
giant corporation.47
People resisting destructive and anti-democratic corporate plans have
worked hard to learn technical disciplines such as chemistry, biology,
forestry, hydrology, and banking as well as regulatory and administrative
law.  Now, single-issue civic activists are positioning themselves to chal-
lenge public officials who enable the corporate few to use the Constitution
and the law to govern.  They are studying past peoples’ struggles for
democracy, corporate history, and constitutional theory.48
People are coming together in Rethinking the Corporation, Rethinking
Democracy workshops to explore these and related issues.49   They are
forging creative new campaigns to oppose corporate claims to constitutional
authority and confront public officials who have been giving away We the
People’s right to govern ourselves.
For example, in California, opponents of corporate genetic engineering
are making plans to get county and city legislatures to ban such corporate
manipulations of the biological building blocks of life.  In the process, they
will be challenging the past handiwork of judges and legislators.  The Women’s
International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF) has launched a
campaign to contest corporate claims to the constitutional powers of human
beings.  Union members are exploring ways of driving the Bill of Rights
through corporate gates.
In Pennsylvania, people in ten townships have asserted their authority to
keep giant corporate hog farms out of their communities by outlawing
corporate ownership of farms.50
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KEEPING EYES ON THE PRIZE
Abolitionists had to force their struggles into the Constitution because the
ownership of humans as property by a privileged class had been imbedded in
the Constitution.  The women’s suffrage movement also had to make the
Constitution its political arena—its contested terrain.
Ending corporate dominion in this century requires new constitutional
doctrines addressing corporations, bankruptcy, commerce, contracts, labor,
property, personhood, place, and the rights of other species.  People can set
such changes in motion by escalating resistance to corporate authority—by
withdrawing public consent from Constitution-and-law as usual.
Creative public confrontations can reframe what our corporate culture has
defined as defensive struggles into fundamental assertions of We the People’s
sovereign authority.
Diverse campaigns originating in municipalities and states, if appro-
priately framed, can expose and intensify the fundamental tension that has
characterized this nation’s history since the first Europeans stepped on these
shores: Who shall govern, the few or the many?
The work, as it was in the great controversies over the colonists’ indepen-
dence from England—just as it was over slavery, segregation, labor and
women’s rights, and war—will be to get the entire nation to address this
tension towards drafting constitutional changes with which the entire
society must grapple.
People aspiring to democratic self-governance need to figure out how to
advance human rights and earthly sanity in ways which contest corporate claims
to governing authority.  Activists in communities under the corporate gun,
public officials of good will, and supporters in national civic organizations
will need to steel themselves against seductive promises of corporate codes of
conduct, regulatory reforms, and keener eyeshades for corporate accountants.
The challenge is to reframe popular resistance to corporate rule as struggles
for democracy.  In the face of corporate calls to police, courts, and militias,
these struggles must keep all eyes on the prize: rewriting the fundamental
law of the land.
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